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MASKS & COVERS

2017 Mid Fifty Catalog

FRONT MASK

Highest quality padded vinyl, with soft paint protecting felt
underside and felt covered attachments. Includes vinyl storage
pouch. Also available with velcro opening so you can open
the hood without removing the mask. Works with stock or flip
hoods.

MASK FOR USE WITH BUMPER

Custom made to go around frame.
Black............................................. 0140-WB...........$240.00 ea
With velcro closure....................... 0141-VB............$255.00 ea

MASK FOR USE WITHOUT BUMPER

Black............................................. 0140-NB............$240.00 ea
With velcro closure....................... 0141-VNB.........$245.00 ea
No park light openings.................. 0141-VNBP.......$245.00 ea

Bumper Mask is held on
with bendable tabs

FELT COVERED ATTACHING TABS

For replacing worn tabs................ 0142......................$6.50 ea
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BUMPER MASK

Matches front mask, good looking and great protection. Sewn
with center contour for perfect fit. Covers front, top & bottom.

USA

Black................................................. 0143....................$95.00 ea

MECHANICS FENDER & FRONT END COVER

Professional protection developed for Bobco! Work in engine
compartment with confidence the body and paint are protected.
Neatest thing, made to fit just this truck, won’t fall off, padded
for real protection, leave it on, protects from you or anyone else
leaning over, dropping tools, etc
Stock hood, heavy weight................ 0158-4...............$179.95 ea
Stock hood, normal.......................... 0158-2...............$149.95 ea
Front tilt hood, heavy weight............ 0159-4...............$219.95 ea
Front tilt hood, normal...................... 0159-2...............$125.00 ea
Bed cover......................................... TC-9102..............$55.00 ea
Protect your bed while it is waiting to be installed or a quick
cover up for coolers and such at outings.

BED MAT

Bound edges, newer style dash cover type carpet. Quick
protection of fine bed wood and strips, rolls up with attached
velcro strap for storage
Charcoal bed mat............................. 0154-CH..............$39.95 ea
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DASH COVER

USA
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Attach with velcro tabs or magnets for easy on and off without
leaving behind tell-tale velcro squares. Only made for 56 at this
time. Made in soft sponge backed velour. Attachments included
Black................................................. 0157-56BK......... $39.95 eal
Grey.................................................. 0157-56GY..........$42.50 ea
Charcoal,,,0157-56CR , Blue. 0157-56BL, Tan0157-56TAN
Colors made individually, may take 4 weeks...........$45.00 ea.
CARPET STYLE DASH COVER
Black only......................................... 0156-56BK..........$65.00 ea

1-800-252-1956

Tech/Alt 928-565-2763

